MEMORANDUM

To: Joel Bloom  
Chair, Undergraduate Council

From: Elaine Charlson

Date: November 1, 2007

Re: Undergraduate Council Approvals

I have approved all council recommendations related to core curriculum:

- UC 9342 07F: HIST 4371: Latin American History Through Film (new VPA core course)
- UC 9346 07F: HIST 2330: Writing in the Discipline of English (new WID core course)
- UC 9368 07F: MUSC 4366: Music in the United States (WID core course)
- UC 9383 07F: WCL 2352: World Cinema (new HUM Core course)
- UC 9385 07F: WCL 3362: U.S. Caribbean and Central American Latino Literatures (new HUM Core course)
- UC 9398 07F: ECON 3332, ECON 3334, ECON 3350 Core category switches
- UC 9403 07F: BIOL 3311: Genetics Laboratory (new WID Core course)

I have approved all council recommendations related to degree programs:

- UC 9278 07S: American Humanics Certification degree plan change
- UC 9280 07S: Military Science minor name change to Military Leadership
- UC 9412 07F: BA, BS Biology degree program changes
- UC 9397 07F: Economics Minor requirement change
- UC 9433 07F: Sociology Degree Plan changes

- UC 9287 07F: HIST 4384: East Asian Women in Historical and Cross Cultural Perspectives (new course)
- UC 9288 07F: HIST 4372: African Experience in Latin American and the Caribbean (new course)
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UC 9289 07F: HIST 3363: Pirates and Smugglers in the Modern World (new course)
UC 9291 07F: CHNS 4398: Special Problems in Chinese Studies (new course)
UC 9293 07F: GREK 1331: Introduction to Classical and Biblical Greek I
UC 9294 07F: GREK 2331: Translation of Classical and Biblical Greek I (new course)
UC 9295 07F: GREK 1332: Introduction to Classical and Biblical Greek II
UC 9296 07F: GREK 2332: Translation of Classical and Biblical Greek II (new course)
UC 9297 07F: BIOE 5369: Computational Fluid Dynamics II (new course)
UC 9298 07F: MECE 5369: Computational Fluid Dynamics II (new course)
UC 9300 07F: DAN 1217: Jazz Dance II
UC 9301 07F: DAN 1218: Introduction to Folk and Social Dance (new course)
UC 9302 07F: DAN 1219: Modern Dance III, part I (new course)
UC 9303 07F: DAN 1220: Modern Dance III, Part II (new course)
UC 9304 07F: DAN 1221: Ballet III, Part I (new course)
UC 9305 07F: DAN 1222: Ballet III, Part II (new course)
UC 9306 07F: DAN 4305: Senior Project with Career Management
UC 9308 07F: THEA 2329: Voice for the Actor I
UC 9309 07F: THEA 2342: Dramatic Structures and Genres
UC 9310 07F: THEA 3337: Stagecraft II
UC 9311 07F: THEA 4347: The Broadway Musical Canon
UC 9312 07F: THEA 4348: Improvisation for Actors
UC 9313 07F: THEA 4351: Acting Through Props
UC 9315 07F: THEA 3334: Voice for the Actor II
UC 9316 07F: SPAN 1505: Intensive Elementary Spanish
UC 9317 07F: CHNS 4364: Issues in Chinese Language and Linguistics (new course)
UC 9336 07F: COMM 2370: Introduction to Motion Pictures
UC 9337 07F: COMM 3353: Information and Communication Technologies I
UC 9338 07F: COMM 4374: News Media in Contemporary Society
UC 9339 07F: COMM 4381: Digital Cinematography and Narrative Storytelling (new course)
UC 9340 07F: COMM 4353: Information and Communication Technologies II
UC 9341 07F: HIST 4386: Africa Since 1945-Present
UC 9343 07F: HIST 3355: British Empire since 1500 (new course)
UC 9344 07F: HIST 3334: Chicana History (new course)
UC 9345 07F: HIST 3321: US Foreign Policy 1900-Present (new course)
UC 9347 07F: ENGL 3317: The British Novel Before 1832
UC 9348 07F: ENGL 3318: The British Novel since 1832
UC 9349 07F: ENGL 3352: Nineteenth-Century American Fiction
UC 9350 07F: ENGL 3353: Modern American Fiction
UC 9351 07F: ENGL 4373: Film, Text, and Politics
UC 9352 07F: ENGL 4397: Selected Topics in Film, Literature, and Culture (new course)
UC 9358 07F: HIST 4368: Food, Drink, and Drugs of Latin America (new course)
UC 9373 07F: COMD 4384: Overview of Written Language Disorders
UC 9374 07F: CHNS 1209: Chinese Calligraphy (new course)
UC 9375 07F: CHNS 2207: Conversational Chinese I (new course)
UC 9376 07F: CHNS 2308: Conversational Chinese II (new course)
UC 9377 07F: CHNS 3396: Selected Topics (new course)
UC 9378 07F: CHNS 4301: Public Speaking in Chinese (new course)
UC 9379 07F: CHNS 4302: Integrated Chinese (new course)
UC 9380 07F: CHNS 4396: Selected Topics (new course)
UC 9394 07F: ECON 3358: Economic Development of Latin America (new course)
UC 9395 07F: ECON 4331: Economics of Gender (new course)
UC 9396 07F: ECON 4335: Economic Growth Theory (new course)
UC 9399 07F: CHNS 3360: A Look in to Modern China
UC 9404 07F: BIOL 3345: Plant Physiology
UC 9405 07F: BIOL 4324: Bioinformatics for Biologists (new course)
UC 9406 07F: BIOL 4347: Animal Behavior
UC 9407 07F: BIOL 4366: Molecular Evolution (new course)
UC 9408 07F: BIOL 4367: Evolutionary Ecology (new course)
UC 9409 07F: BCHS 4321: Proteomics and Genomics (new course)
UC 9410 07F: BCHS 4322: Biochemistry of Organelles (new course)
UC 9411 07F: BCHS 4324: Bioinformatics for Biologists (new course)
UC 9413 07F: PHIL 3382: Medieval Philosophy (new course)
UC 9414 07F: PSYC 4301: Psychology and the Arts (new course)
UC 9426 07F: VIST 1300: Introduction to Visual Studies (new course)
UC 9427 07F: VIST 3398: Selected Topics in Visual Studies (new course)
UC 9428 07F: VIST 4300: Senior Project in Visual Studies (new course)